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Reading guide 

This manual is intended for existing, new and potential users of F2 Shared 

mailboxes. The manual contains a short introduction and a general description of 

the functionality and configuration of F2 Shared mailboxes. 

Commands (i.e. the buttons on which to click) are marked in bold. Any reference 

to a field or a list is in “quotation marks”. 

When the document refers to further documentation, it is indicated in italics. 

The manual features a number of screenshots to help find the described functions. 

Screenshots with lines and associated text show where to click in F2. 

We hope you enjoy using F2. 
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Introduction to F2 Shared mailboxes 

F2 Shared mailboxes makes it possible for an organisation to have multiple email 

addresses connected to the same inbox without having to make changes to its unit 

structure. Using F2 Shared mailboxes, a unit can attach several additional email 

addresses to the unit besides the original email address. 

This module also supports an efficient and effective management of unit inboxes 

when operating in multiple units which for example applies to service centres. F2 

Shared mailboxes ensures a more intuitive management of unit inboxes. It provides 

the user with a full overview of all the unit inboxes that he/she administrates. The 

user can view all incoming material in the individual unit inboxes without having to 

change job roles. 

If the user’s current job role does not match the unit responsible for the record or 

case that the he/she is working on, F2 will suggest changing job roles to match the 

responsible unit. This allows the user to focus on his/her work without having to 

worry about changing job roles, as F2 reminds the user if necessary. 
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Access to multiple unit inboxes 

F2 Shared mailboxes provides the user with a collective overview of the unit inbox, 

unit desktop and unit archive for every unit in which the user has a job role. This 

allows the user to view all incoming material without switching job roles. This is 

further described in the following section. 

Collective view of the unit lists 

All unit lists for all the units in which the user has a job role are displayed in F2 

Desktop. Unit lists consist of the unit’s inbox, the unit’s desktop and the unit’s 

archive. If a user has a job role in more than one unit, there will be two nodes 

present in the “Units” folder in the main window. 

1) “Current unit”: 

The unit which the user 

is currently logged into. 

2) “Other units”: 

Shows all the other 

units in which the user 

has a job role, but is 

not currently logged 

into.  

 

Figure 1: The unit list view 

 

The “Current unit” node 

The “Other units” node 
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In each unit node the lists “Inbox (unit)”, 

“Desktop (unit)” and “Archive (unit)” are 

displayed. 

The list view provides the user with an 

overview of incoming material in the unit 

inboxes. This supports the user in 

managing the unit inboxes without 

having to change job roles. 

 

 

Figure 2: Viewing the inbox, desktop and 
archive of several units 

The nodes can be collapsed for a more compact view. Depending on how the nodes 

are displayed, the amount of unread records adds up in the unit inboxes. 

See selected examples on node display below. 

Note: It is possible to add unit 

lists to the “Favourites” list. 
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If the nodes are completely collapsed, the 

total number of unread records for the 

combined unit lists are displayed. 

 

Figure 3: All unit nodes are collapsed 

If the top unit nodes are shown, the number 

of unread records for the current unit and the 

combined total of all other units are displayed. 

 

Figure 4: The different unit nodes 
folded together 
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As a maximum, F2 shows up to 99 unread 

records for each inbox. If there are more than 

99 unread records in a single unit inbox, it will 

show 99+ as a standard. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Unread records in several 
inboxes 

Note: If there are 99+ unread records in a 

single unit inbox, the user will not be able 

to see from here if there are any additional 

incoming records, because the number 
does not change.  
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Work using multiple job roles 

F2 Shared mailboxes allows the user to view and work with different unit lists using 

different job roles. In the following section a number of functions and their 

consequences of which the user should be aware are described. 

Access to and searching for records and cases 

Write permission to cases and records is independent of the job role with which the 

user is logged in. 

This means that a user with multiple job roles does not have to be logged in to a 

specific unit to have write permission to a unit’s records/cases. The user’s job role 

in the unit will automatically give the user write permission. 

Read all chats with the same job role 

A user can read chats for all units in which he/she has a job role, regardless of 

his/her current job role.  

This means that when a chat is read by a user with multiple job roles, it is marked 

as read regardless of the user’s current job role. There is no need to change job 

roles to mark the chat as read in another unit. 
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Unit deadlines and flags follow the list’s unit 

Unit management of records in the main 

window, e.g. “My unit’s deadline” and 

“My unit’s flag”, along with the read 

indication always follow the list’s unit. 

This is unaffected by the user’s current 

job role.  

This means that a record marked as 

urgent with a red flag and given a 

deadline of 14 days may appear 

differently to different units. In one unit 

list it may appear with the red flag and 

a 14-day deadline, while in another unit 

list it may appear with a different 

flag/deadline for the same user. 

In the right-click menu it is possible to 

see to which unit the flag is connected. 

The example to the right shows which 

unit the flag belongs to – in this case it 

is “Flag (Administration)”. 

The name of the user’s current unit is 

also displayed in the unit management 

menu item in the main window ribbon.  

 

 

Figure 6: Set a “Flag (unit)” for the 
record’s right-click menu in the  main 

window 

 

 

Figure 7: Unit management for the unit 
Administration 
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Naming searches created in the unit lists 

If a search is performed in either the unit’s inbox, desktop or archive, F2 will 

remember the unit list in which the search was performed, but it will not 

automatically indicate the name of the list. For a better overview, it is 

recommended to include the unit name when saving the search. For example, if a 

user from HR performs a search, its name should include “HR”.  

Including the name of the unit allows the user to identify in which unit the search 

was performed. F2 does not automatically indicate this, so it is a useful tool in 

maintaining an overview. This applies to both personal and administrator searches 

performed on a unit level. 

For example: 

Mary Smith has multiple job roles which gives her access to the unit inbox, desktop 

and archive of different units, including the HR unit. Mary performs a search in the 

HR unit’s inbox with the search criteria: “record responsible = Mary Smith”. 

Mary wants to save her search. However, since F2 does not indicate which unit 

Mary was in when she performed the search, she should not name it “Records in 

the unit’s inbox with me as responsible” as it is not specific enough. Instead, Mary 

could name the search “Records in the HR inbox with me as responsible”. 

 

  

Note: Personal searches in e.g. “My inbox”, “My desktop” and “Archive” follow 

the user’s current unit, i.e. the unit in which the user is logged in. This also 
applies to the unit’s flag, deadline, read-markings, etc. 
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Extra email addresses for the unit’s 
inbox 

Using F2 Shared mailboxes, an organisation can create extra email addresses for a 

unit’s inbox without changing the organisation’s unit structure.  

It is possible to create one or more extra email addresses. F2’s email import checks 

both the organisation’s standard email address as well as any extra email addresses 

created for a specific unit inbox. 

 

Creating extra email addresses for a unit inbox 

Create extra email address by clicking on Extra unit emails on the “Administrator” 

tab in the main window. 

 

Figure 8: The “Extra unit emails” menu item 

A dialogue for administration of extra emails is opened, as shown below. 

 

Figure 9: The dialogue for managing extra emails 

 

 

Note: Creating, editing or deleting extra email addresses for units is handled by 

either an administrator, user administrator or unit administrator in F2. 

 

Create extra unit emails 

Select 

unit 
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In the “Select unit” field, enter the name of the unit that needs an extra email 

address. 

It is also possible to click on  in the field and then select the wanted unit from 

F2’s participant register. 

Once a unit is added, the “Create new extra emails” menu item is activated. Click 

on Create new extra emails to open the dialogue shown below. 

 

Figure 10: Create extra email 

The fields in the dialogue are described below. 

Field Function 

“Name” Specify the name of the extra email address. Emails received 

using this email address will be displayed as “Name (email)”.  

For example: 

The Quality unit has the standard email address 

quality@quality.com. An extra email address for quality 

assurance is created. 

The extra email address will be displayed in F2 as “Quality 

assurance (quality_assurance@quality.com)”. 

Note: To view existing extra email addresses, a unit must be indicated in the 

field “Select unit”. The extra email addresses already created will then be 
visible. 
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Field Function 

“Email” The email address of the mailbox (Exchange) from which to 

import emails to the unit inbox.  

Cf. the example above: email = 

“quality_assurance@quality.com”. 

 

“Email 

account” 

The account to which the relevant mailbox is attached, e.g. 

Exchange (the organisation’s IT department will know this). 

“Mail server” The name of the Exchange server (the organisation’s IT 

department will know this). 

“Get email” By ticking off the “Get email” field, F2 will import all incoming 

emails from the specified email client to the unit inbox. The inbox 

belongs to the unit rather than to a specific user. Emails sent to 

the shared email address will appear in the unit’s inbox in F2 for 

all of the its members to see. 

 

“Receive 

email 

externally” 

The “Receive email externally” is used if the user receives emails 

in another client. The mails must then be moved manually to F2 

using the folder “Move to F2”.

 

“Reply from 

extra email” 

If the “Reply from extra email” field is ticked, users can also use 

any extra emails as the sender address

 

 

Click OK to create the extra email address in F2. The import of emails will work in 

the same way as standard email import in F2. See the F2 Desktop – Administrator 

manual for further information. 

 

Note: The same email address cannot be given to other F2 
units or users. 

Note: To tick the “Get email” field, the user must be an 

administrator or a user administrator. The unit administrator 
does not have this privilege. 

Note: Other ways of communicating will not be affected by 

ticking the “Receive email externally” field. All chats and 

records, which are sent or whose responsibility is allocated 
internally, still only exist in F2. 

Note: Sending from an extra email address must be 

configured by an administrator with the “Extra email 
administrator” privilege. 

Note: It is not possible to tick off both the “Get mail” and “Receive email 

externally” fields. 

 

Note: Several email addresses can be attached to the same unit inbox. 
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Extra email addresses are not automatically established in F2’s participant register 

but can be created as required. 

Editing and deleting extra email addresses 

To edit and/or delete extra email addresses, click on Extra unit emails on the 

“Administrator” tab in the main window. 

 

In the “Extra email” dialogue, select an email address to activate the “Edit” and 

“Delete” menu items. 

 

Figure 11: Edit extra emails 

Either click on Edit or double-click on the email address to open the dialogue in 

which an extra email address can be created. In this dialogue it is possible to edit 

different values. 

To stop importing from an extra email address, click on Delete. This will stop any 

incoming emails from being imported to F2. The email address itself will not be 

deleted and will still exist in the client in which it was created, e.g. Gmail, 

Exchange, etc. It is also possible to right-click on an extra email address in the 

“Extra emails” dialogue to edit, delete or create a new extra email. 

Note: Only an administrator, user administrator or unit administrator in F2 can 
edit and/or delete a unit’s extra email addresses. 

Edit extra email 

Delete extra email 
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Figure 12: The right-click menu for extra emails 

These functions are identical to the corresponding functions in the dialogue ribbon. 

Incoming emails from extra email addresses 

The unit is automatically set as the record creator, for all incoming emails that 

arrive in the unit’s inbox through an extra email address. The email will be handled 

same as any other incoming email and it is possible to allocate responsibility, 

forward, chat, edit etc. 
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Role change 

A user who has multiple job roles and therefore multiple unit inboxes needs to be 

able to switch between his/her job roles in a quick and easy manner. At the same 

time, it is important for the user to know his/her current role when e.g. setting a 

flag or a deadline. 

The fast role change function and 

the associated role change 

assistance enable the user to quickly 

change roles via the user 

identification. Also, F2 will 

recommend that the user changes 

roles if his/her current role does not 

match the unit list that the user is 

working on. 

The user identification is located in 

the top right corner in F2’s main 

window. The “Change role” function 

can be accessed from here. 

The user identification shows who 

the user is as well as the user’s 

current unit. In the example to the 

right, user Vibeke Villasen is logged 

into the “Administration” unit. 

To change roles, click on the user 

identification and then click on 

Change role in the drop-down 

menu that appears. 

A dialogue opens that provides an 

overview of the different job roles 

the user can choose. Select a job 

role and click on Change role. The 

job role change is then completed. 

 

 

Figure 13: User identification 

 

Figure 14: Change role 

 

Figure 15: Options when changing roles 

Change role 

User identification 
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If any records and/or cases are open when the user changes roles, F2 will ask the 

user if he/she wants to save or cancel the changes for all of them. 

Changes must be either saved or cancelled before the role change can be 

completed. 

 

Figure 16: Save or cancel all changes 

 

Role change suggestions (role change assistance) 

In the main, record and case windows and with certain other functions, F2 

automatically suggests the user to change roles (role change assistance). 

In the main window F2 suggests a role change if the user is working on a list that 

belongs to a different unit than the user’s current unit. 

For example, if the user sets a unit flag on a record belonging to a unit other than 

the user’s current unit, F2 will provide the user with the option of changing roles to 

the relevant unit. The menu items for unit control will be shown with a grey overlay 

as on the figure below. 

Note: If a user only has one job role it is not possible to change job roles. 

 

Note: If user A with “On behalf of” rights switches to user B who has several job 

roles, user A will not be able to switch between user B’s job roles, just as user A 

will not receive any role change assistance when logged in with “On behalf of” 
rights. 
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Figure 17: Assistance with role change in the main window 

Click Yes in the unit management menu item to open the “Role change help” 

dialogue. This dialogue specifies the job role recommended by F2. Click on Yes to 

confirm the role change and the user can now set a unit flag on the record. 

Click No to keep the current job role. The user is then only allowed to set a unit 

flag for records associated with the user’s current unit. 

 

Figure 18: The role change dialogue 

If the user is located in either the record or case window F2 will suggest a role 

change when the user’s current role does not match the responsible unit for the 

record/case. F2 will recommend the user to change roles when the user performs 

the following actions: 

 Edit record 

 Edit case 

 Answer record. 

The role change option  

in the right-click menu 
If it is possible to change job roles,  

the unit management menu item turns grey 
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The user can change job roles via the dialogue that opens when one of the above 

actions is performed. The unit management menu group turn grey just as it does in 

the main window. 

 

Figure 19: Role change assistance in the record window 

 

Changing roles and decentralised units 

It can be practical to manage decentralised units using F2 Shared mailboxes. For 

example, extra email addresses can be attached to a decentralised unit allowing for 

a better collaboration on projects across multiple units. 

F2 Shared mailboxes also supports changing job roles when using decentralised job 

roles. 

Using F2 Shared mailboxes, the user can view the unit lists (i.e. inbox, desktop and 

archive) for decentralised units in which the user has a job role. 

Unit lists for decentralised units are displayed in the top node “Units” and in the 

standard unit lists on the left side of the main window. For more information about 

decentralised units, see F2 Desktop – Administrator manual. 

  

If it is possible to change job role, the unit 
management menu item turns grey 
 

Note: If a user only has one job role it is not possible to change job roles and 

as a result there will no role change assistance. 
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